
                                       Homophone Differentiation  ________________
      *Use a dictionary if you are unsure which homophone to choose!!!!
      effect         affect      principle       principal     addition     edition
      guest           guessed    kernel          colonel        too             to
      fourth         forth        dessert        desert        whether     weather
      they're        their         there           cereal        serial          

-I can't decide _________ to go to the park or to the zoo.
-I can hardly wait for the next __________ of HLA Today!
-The __________ has been very rainy lately.
-I hope my mom will let me eat chocolate cake for ___________.
-If I talk too much, it could __________ the learning of others.
-You should always make a __________ feel at home.
-This is the ___________ time I forgot my water bottle!
-I need to put my book and pencil on the table over ____________.
-If I misbehave, I may have to go see the ______________!
-My grandfather was a ____________ in the army. 
-Being considerate is a basic ______________ of being a friend.
-For spring break, I am going __________ the beach.
-It is _________ turn to go to Mrs. Corbett's center.
-I would never _________ you when you need me the most!
-I think ___________ is much easier than subtraction.
-If you push somebody, the ___________ could be harmful.
____________ going to the circus on Saturday.
-I ate ___________ for breakfast this morning.
-My teacher thought I just  _____________ my answers              
         because I didn't show my work.
-I spilled my popcorn because I was playing around, so my mom
         made me pick up each and every little ___________ off the

                  floor.
   - I hope it isn't _________ cold to swim in the pool!
   - Numbers that come right after each other are ________  

 numbers.
        -Mrs. Jones wanted us to come ___________ with the truth.



                               Homophone Differentiation Answer Key
      *Use a dictionary if you are unsure which homophone to choose!!!!
      effect         affect      principle       principal     addition     edition
      guest           guessed    kernel          colonel        too             to
      fourth         forth        dessert        desert        whether     weather
      they're        their         there           cereal        serial          

-I can't decide whether to go to the park or to the zoo.
-I can hardly wait for the next edition of USA Today!
-The weather has been very rainy lately.
-I hope my mom will let me eat chocolate cake for dessert.
-If I talk too much, it could affect the learning of others.
-You should always make a guest feel at home.
-This is the fourth time I forgot my water bottle!
-I need to put my book and pencil on the table over there.
-If I misbehave, I may have to go see the principal!
-My grandfather was a colonel in the army. 
-Being considerate is a basic principle of being a friend.
-For spring break, I am going to the beach.
-It is their turn to go to Mrs. Corbett's center.
-I would never desert you when you need me the most!
-I think addition is much easier than subtraction.
-If you push somebody, the effect could be harmful.
They're going to the circus on Saturday.
-I ate cereal for breakfast this morning.
-My teacher thought I just  guessed my answers              
         because I didn't show my work.
-I spilled my popcorn because I was playing around, so my mom
         made me pick up each and every little kernal off the

                  floor.
   - I hope it isn't too cold to swim in the pool!
   - Numbers that come right after each other are serial  

 numbers.
        -Mrs. Jones wanted us to come forth with the truth.


